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APRIL 2021 NEWSLETTER 
 
Due to the Covid 19 pandemic last year’s AGM (due to have take place on the 4th April) was cancelled. The society is 
planning to hold an AGM this year as soon as we are allowed to hold indoor meetings. If you would be interested in 
joining the Civic Society committee you would be most welcome. Please contact the Chairman, Trevor Hallett for further 
details. 
 
This year’s membership subscriptions are now due. Please see details overleaf. 
 
During the past year the society has continued to undertake work on behalf of the town and people of Tenby. The 
planning sub-committee have continued to submit comments on planning applications to the Pembrokeshire Coast 
National Park Authority. The society’s woodland garden, Allen’s View, on the North Cliff is open to the public for 
recreation. Tree surgeons have been employed to undertake some essential safety work and committee members have 
undertaken routine maintenance and gardening work including re-staining benches. A visit to the garden is currently 
rewarded by a fine display of Bluebells in the middle glade. 
 

Hourly Train Service to Tenby and Pembroke Dock 
 
The Welsh government and Transport for Wales are currently conducting a consultation on our local rail services. One of 
the many options being considered is an hourly service from Swansea / Carmarthen to Tenby and Pembroke Dock. It may 
surprise you to learn that official figures from the Office of Rail and Road show that the Pembroke Dock line is now the 
busiest line in Pembrokeshire and Tenby is the busiest station in Pembrokeshire. Other options included in the 
consultation include an hourly through service from Milford Haven/ Haverfordwest to Manchester along with additional 
services to Bristol and Taunton. The consultation includes several new services and stations in the Swansea area along 
with a half hourly service from Swansea to London. You can have your own say on these proposals by visiting the 
gov.wales website. From the home page click on browse by consultations and search for current consultations. Click on 
‘Swansea Bay and West Wales Metro Consultation’. The closing date for responses is the 8 June 2021. The society has 
submitted a response with the our top options including an hourly service to Tenby and Pembroke Dock, a Paddington to 
Swansea service every 30 minutes together with increased line speeds between Cardiff and west Wales and electrification 
of services. We commented that as the Tenby line is now the busiest line in Pembrokeshire improvements to service 
frequency should be made here first and suggested improving facilities at Tenby station including re-opening of the toilet 
facilities. We also commented on the complete lack of options for improving disabled access to stations and trains and of 
greener options i.e. hydrogen or battery powered trains.   
 
 
 



 
Membership Renewal 

 
Despite the Covid lockdowns the Society is still functioning and Albie looks forward to members renewing their 
membership. Your options are: 
 
Individual membership with e mail contact   £7 
Individual membership with postal contact   £10   
Family membership with e mail contact       £10 
Family membership with postal contact       £13 
Corporate membership                                £30 
Life membership                                        £100 
 
Please make cheques payable to Tenby Civic Society and post to: 
Albie Smosarski, Treasurer, Cofion, Bridge Street, TENBY SA70 7BU 
Please write your address on the back of your cheque. 
Or pay by bank transfer- 
Tenby Civic Society, Nat West Bank, Sort Code 55 61 35 Account number 04903595 
 
Donations are also gratefully received. Thank you very much for your support. Albie. 
 
 

Allens View 
 
In 2019 a lot of maintenance was done but in 2020 the covid crisis has made this more difficult. 
In 2019 – I Planted a dozen bushes where brambles had been cut right back the year before by John Faulkner, who sadly 
died this year .  They needed watering through the spell of lovely weather. A damaged seat plank on a picnic table was 
replaced and painted. Another picnic bench needs a replacement table top slat. The Brownies teak bench had several 
problems; I made and fitted three additional seat supports as the existing ones had rotted. The bench was then sanded and 
repainted with wood stain.  Invasive areas of brambles were treated with weedkiller as we don’t have anyone to dig the 
brambles out.  The saplings planted along the Coast Path hedge have the over and undergrowth cleared and chipping 
mulch put around them by Alf Heaven and myself. Grass alongside the paths was strimmed by Richard Read from 
Trevayne Farm.  In the summer the top bin needed emptying up to two times a week with plenty of evidence that a tidy 
wild camper was mainly responsible for filling it.  We even asked (by a notice to him/her) for cans etc to go in a separate 
recycling bag, which happened!  
As with walkers there are plenty of signs how Allens View is valued and respected so long as we keep up with 
maintenance.  
 
2020   In February a 12 foot silver birch was planted in the South glade in memory of Carol Rowena Williams by 
relative Joanna Survana’s family. Joanna lives nearby. The tree was supplied and planted by Grandiflora, the landscapers 
set up by Peter Hainsworth who gifted part of Allens View to the Civic Society.  It is doing well and seasonal flowers 
were planted around its base.  
 
In the first Covid shut down the Park closed the Coast Path with notices posted, so we taped off Allens View 
entrances with notices as access was shut.  Quite quickly it was clear some locals were ignoring both closures. When the 
Park closure notice below the site was thrown away we put up our own, but it was clear from the few maintenance visits 
the site was still being used, but a few bits of litter was going in the bin as usual.  The committee view was that the risks 
of open air infection were low with social distancing. 
In June some tidying up prepared for easing of restrictions and the “re-opening” of the Coast Path. Thereafter I made 
regular checks and emptied the litter bins. 
 
In July Rob Marsh completed the five year trees safety checks with a good report and advice, noting that two ash trees 
showed sufficient die back to need felling within two years. The disease starts in upper twigs and progresses slowly, so 
with the regular checks I carry out it is easy to spot the problem long before there is any danger.  Ash trees regenerate 
even more than sycamore, but these new trees will only show problems when they are mature. There are a dozen other 
larger ash trees and lots more saplings emerging, but I am not likely to survive that long to find them as a problem !  A 



few other mature trees are on Rob’s list for checking list over the next five years.  Discussion showed we have enough 
piles of cut branches rotting slowly to encourage decay and insects etc., so with future fellings we aim to have the timber 
cut into log stacks with top covers to allow them to dry, potentially as firewood.  
 
A couple of mis-use problems continued. Firstly benches being moved ; a Picnic bench leg was broken. Howard 
Rawson Humphries and I replaced in with a hardwood plank Howard provided. We then started making benches secure 
by fixing them to the ground and by tying the two new picnic benches together.   Secondly there were repeated incursions 
over the hedge into Mr James north field, with his new two metre mesh fence being broken in two places; we suspect wild 
campers and lads drinking. Our ladder was used twice to climb over so Howard Rawson Humphries recovered it and 
removed it from the site and I installed lengths of bramble strands across the gap in the north hedge that was being used. 
Mr James family installed a 2 meter spiked metal fence along that boundary.  So the misuse resulted in a partial loss of the 
View of Monkstone Point.  As an unsupervised site sometimes such problems will occur ; retaining a fully prickly hedge 
would have blocked the view.  Perhaps we could could raise the seat there ! 
 
Over the summer walkers regularly came through the site and stopped to eat and have a drink, as the litter bins testified!  
There seemed to be more families, who particularly appreciated the wood carvings. 
 
Only basic maintenance was done before lockdown came again, though users still came.  As a charity, restriction rules 
enabled us to carry out our essential work and we have safety responsibilities anyway especially as walkers came whether 
allowed or not!  So trees were checked after several storms, especially if winds reached 70mph.  
 
In February the tree surgeon, Dan Badham cut down the two diseased ash mentioned above, and stacked the logs 
whose top I then covered.  He came back later to make safe a high Monterey branch broken in the two weeks of easterly 
gales. Our neighbour’s cutting back of branches over Clovers land on the east side in the first lockdown had exposed this 
tree to higher winds.  Our neighbour had put the stack of cut wood over on our side; somewhat untidy, but in remoter parts 
of the site. The Montereys make handsome groups but do need some work; previously low branches drooped a lot as their 
weight increased.  
 
I was able to do a number of maintenance tasks over the winter.  

- I taped off the area around the damaged Monterey branch.  
- I cleared weeds off some Blackthorne saplings planted to strengthen the Coast Path hedge. I gave them white ties 

so they are easier to find next time clearing is needed. They and other transplanted saplings from the site are doing 
well, but need some defence from the tide of brambles etc that swells up over the summer!    

- A varnished canvas trees information notice on a board on a Leylandi stump in the south glade was replaced.  The 
two small canvas notices at the entrances seem to be on better canvas and have lasted better; these include a copy 
of a portrait in Tenby Museum of Jessie Allen drawn by Doreen Hammersley.  I prepare the notices on a 
computer and print them onto surplus canvas rolls, so there’s no cost involved.   

- Some brambles were cut back and some invasive areas sprayed with weed killer. 
Neil Westerman has cleaned sanded and repainted the Bill Cavill teak bench. The Civic Society bench will need doing 
also and the six bird tree carvings will need brushing and painting with their clear preservative.  
 
A number of other saplings planted four and six years ago are doing well too; birch, rowan, oak, cherry and beech.  
Two areas of collapsed blackthorne are the next candidates for replacement planting along with some tall trees to fill 
spaces created by felling or future likely felling. On a hill top removing trees subjects those remaining to new wind 
stresses so some sequence of replacement is wise. 
 
Planting of bulbs and flowers has shown mixed success; daffodils do well the first year but are slow to naturalise.  
Bluebell planting has been disappointing as were trials with flower seeds.  Splitting and transplanting primroses has been 
mixed but with some success, as has planting hardy aquilegia and taking and planting buddleia and griselina hedge 
cuttings. 
 
We hope the easing of restrictions will make it easier to catch up with the remaining work needed. We also hope to 
increase the number of carvings of native birds and animals beside paths, including at low level for smaller children to 
touch, depending on funding/ donations. 
 
Harry Gardiner 



 

 
 
 

Tree Surgeon working at Allens View 
 
 
 

Planning	in	Tenby	from	2020	on.	
	

Our Planning sub committee had to stop meeting in March due to the lockdown, so we have continued monitoring 
planning applications and circulating Executive Committee members on line, instead.  The Park had got the details of 
each application on line by then and a surprising lot of on line applications were made in Lockdown. 
 
Two applications we thought couldn’t be approved without substantial changes have, after some time with no news, 
justified our critique and suggestions. The Camping site across the Coast Path from Allens View, Meadow Farm had 



applied to change most of its pitches from tents to motor homes or caravans, but there was no recognition that the pitches 
would need screening as motor homes are much bigger and white so would be much more visible on the sky line north of 
Tenby. Our Committee were also annoyed that the site has been taking motor homes before and during Covid anyway so 
we had raised enforcement questions, including use of land they have no permission for.  The site has a lovely location 
and every prospect of being successful.  Information from the Planners, an odd map in details to satisfy permission for the 
new building and recent activity on site show that the owners and the Planners are near agreeing landscaping details for 
the site which could resolve our concerns. The planners are taking a firm position and the owners are responding. 
 The other issue is an application to add another story to Tenby Golf Course’s Clubhouse, the back and side 
would be utilitarian and add to the visual jumble of extension at different styles and at different times. There is no 
question that more bedspaces will add to the functional value of the Club, but the new Conservation Area boundaries 
involve policies that recognise the importance of the rural view south over the golf course from viewpoints on Queens 
Parade and Battery Gardens. Other landscape and design policies re-enforce this, so we objected to the design of the 
proposal and suggested changes and tree screening ( like that done Kiln Park ). 
We understand a re-think on design is to include unifying the rear aspect of additions and the existing buildings. And we 
hope to be able to see a change that will match the landscape quality of the extensive greens and driveways themselves. 
 The trend to larger kitchen diners continues to expand house ground floors with examples in Serpentine 
Road, Northcliffe, Lower Frog Street and the Glebe.  We opposed two extensions on awkward sites in Upper Hill Park 
which would intrude on neighbours light or outlook and generally we recommend the planners consult neighbours if 
amenity effects could be awkward. Here big extensions to 2 bed bungalows often don’t fit and would look out of character 
without more sensitive smaller designs.  In Haytor Garden’ big detached house garages are being converted into separate 
live in “annexes”.  Local style dormers are popping up out of roofs in several areas.  We have tried to get replacement 
trees when house changes include fellings, but without much recognition of the problem. The Park has reduced carbon 
emissions policies, but trees are going in our residential areas without replacements; aren’t we going backwards? 
 The general trend for houses to go to holiday lets when resold continues, The original live-in owner’s house at 
a Tenby camp site, the new house on Gas lane,  the managers flat above a restaurant in Lower Frog St. are just ones I have 
noticed. The local economy needs visitors but its needs residents to work in it !! Currently the market is hollowing out 
Tenby with local service residents left hoping to commute from new builds up on Bryn Hir. 
 Changes of use are often controversial and the plans approved for Clarices Toy shop to become a restaurant 
took a long while to resolve. Eventually the Park saw the retail loss to restaurant as not tipping Tenby’s centre into 
oblivion!  We pointed out that an external ovens flue would be ugly and not be fitting beside a Scheduled Ancient 
Monument, the Town Walls, and that yard seating would be better moved beside the Walls with a good view of it.  
CADW ( charged with protecting the Walls , but not maintaining them) said nothing, so we welcomed the applicant 
putting revised plans to meet both points that no other body consulted had raised. 
 Jazz radio’s former building is to be changed back to residential so we and the Conservation Officer 
suggested some changes to the alterations to put the windows wall and door back to the same late Victorian design as next 
door and the plans were changed.  A number of properties  in the Walled Town have changed windows back to the 
original sliding sash type, double glazed of course.  Where the building is altered or rebuilt the Park have accepted 
aluminium frames, which often look the part, though we would prefer hardwood, which, long term, need more 
maintenance but go much longer before the higher cost of replacement ( discussed in detail by the committee ). The odd 
long thin building on the Corner of Sergeants Lane and Bridge street is changing its windows to hardwood, 
including sash. We suggested a bay on the ground floor would block the pavement and it has been altered to a flush sash. 
Concern remains for people banging their heads on nextdoors low first floor bay !!  Where some buildings in the 
Conservation Area have been changed or re-built  the Planners are not insisting on hardwood sash windows as we and the 
Town Council would prefer, but are requiring sash style replacements, some in aluminium, which can have narrow frames 
like hardwood. Some UPVC sash windows have been accepted in the new extensions to the Conservation Area, but in 
better styled than previously and not in white. 
 The Felling of series of trees was also proposed.  Normally there is no need for permission unless they are in a 
Tree preservation order ( Tenby has many ) or it is part of building changes proposed. Over 20 ash trees were proposed for 
felling by the County because they had ash die back; something easily verified on site. They have now gone and the east 
side of Buts Field look sparser but not bare because lots of other species remain. The County and th Park rightly expect 
new trees to emerge through re-generation.  TheWest side of Buts field is curiously free of Die Back which starts in the 
upper twigs and branches.  Two ash trees in Allens View have also had to be felled this spring, also some in the hedge 
between Narbeth road and the Glebe.  Nearly half of the trees around Bryn Hir are ash, so over time felling there will 
reduce the tree screening a lot; some re-planting may be needed.  Ash are very successful at regeneration, so as the disease 
only emerges on maturity we will see the need to fell ash for a very long time !  The distinctive and attractive  “Umbrella 



Ash“ in Denzil’s garden next to the North Bay ramps was dying so scheduled for felling.  The Town Council stepped 
in and propose to provide a similar replacement.   

Several trees in TPOs have been proposed and accepted for felling, rightly, because they have passed through 
maturity to being a risk or a nuisance to buildings or too aged.  Trees don’t usually have a sudden failure but take years to 
die ,. So their removal can look premature.  We remain unhappy with such losses and will press for replacements. No 
replacements have been made for the Town Wall trees  for example, as is required in a Conservation Area, but which 
could be placed in other locations.  
 A proposal for a movable gate for the Sluice in the Harbour was welcomed to make it easier to store boats in 
the Sluice.  Funding is from regeneration money similar to that used in Saunderfoot, but this is much less dramatic ! 
 The top one of Paxtons arches in the harbour is proposed for another small café/ take-away; providing 
sewer and other services will be expensive, indicating the problems of improving the harbour area. One idea for the stores 
in the cliff corner by the Mayors slip is rumoured to have foundered on a huge sum the County wanted for a sewer 
connection.  
 Several uncontroversial sensitive listed building changes have been approved. The RNLI intend to move their 
RIB inshore rescue boat into the Lifeboat building by Castle Slip.  We welcomed the use, which includes a new 
concrete slipway onto the beach. We did however press for the cutting of the original roof ties to make a new first floor 
passageway to be changed. The planners agreed and the RNLI have changed the stairs and passage to keep one beam and 
tie but had to make the change to another for “operational reasons” . Running the Rib through holiday makers on the 
beach on call out could be fun ! 
 A new owner has proposed a series of detailed changes which after discussion we agreed fit in with the character 
of Lexden House. Part of the work was cliff stabilisation, which can be very costly, but is essential to ensure safety on the 
beach.  We accepted the change to a prominent new rear conservatory with better ventilation after detailed discussions.  
The building has an interesting history. At one time its electricity came from a wind turbine in the garden !! 
 A trend for changing hotels to flats or holiday flats is continuing and causing concern to the committee.  Proposals 
have been accepted usually where market circumstances are claimed to be changing.  There seems no control over 
Holiday let conversions, and no change of use is required, so the prospect of a “hollowed out” Tenby continues. 
 
 Thanks go to staff at the Park offices for their communications and to our Executive Committee for their 
comments online during these Covid Times. 
 
Harry Gardiner. 
 
 

Finally, do you have any concerns that you would like the Civic Society to look at? If so please speak to one of the 
committee or drop a line to Trevor (address on first page of this newsletter). We are here to serve you. 


